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Abstra t
We investigate from the

omputational viewpoint multi-player games that are guaranteed

to have pure Nash equilibria.
equilibrium

an be

We fo us on

ongestion games, and show that a pure Nash

omputed in polynomial time in the symmetri

network

problem is PLS- omplete in general. We dis uss impli ations to non-atomi

ase, while the

ongestion games,

and we explore the s ope of the potential fun tion method for proving existen e of pure Nash
equilibria.

1 Introdu tion
As the i e separating Game Theory from Theoreti al Computer S ien e is melting, some of the
fundamental results in Game Theory ome under in reased omplexity-theoreti s rutiny | hief
among them the important lassi al existen e theorem due to Nash [11℄. Nash's proof that every
game has a randomized Nash equilibrium is non- onstru tive in the polynomial sense. The problem of omputing a randomized Nash equilibrium is among the \ineÆ ient proofs of existen e"
identi ed in [13℄, lying, together with Brouwer xed points, in the lass PPAD (for \polynomial
parity argument, dire ted version") | but, unlike Brouwer's problem, Nash's is not known to be
PPAD- omplete. The two-person ase is known to be delightfully ombinatorial, but again with an
exponential at h (see the exposition in [19℄ and the re ent exponential onstru tion [16℄). We now
have a lever algorithm for nding approximate Nash equilibria in sub-exponential time [8℄, while
it is known that any twist of the problem qui kly makes it NP-hard (see [1℄ for a unifying proof).
Given the apparent diÆ ulty of nding a randomized Nash equilibrium (let alone the riti ism
that the on ept of randomized strategies has attra ted within Game Theory), it is natural to ask
what kinds of games possess a pure Nash equilibrium.
This is the question that motivates the present work: Whi h games have pure Nash equilibria?
And under what ir umstan es an we nd su h in polynomial time? We immediately note that,
for su h a problem to be omputationally meaningful, the number of players should be large, and
the payo table must be given in some impli it way (be ause otherwise exhaustive sear h of the
entries of the payo table does the tri k).
There is a famous and well-studied lass of games (and, in fa t, one with obvious aÆnity to
networks) that is guaranteed to have pure Nash equilibria: the ongestion games. Figure 1 shows
a ongestion game in the setting of networks: three players want to move one unit of ow between
designated endpoints of a network by hoosing one path ea h. The ost of ea h ombination of
path hoi es to ea h player is al ulated by adding the delays of the edges of the path hosen,
where the delay of an edge depends on the number of players using this edge (given here as an
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Figure 1: A network ongestion game: three players are pi king paths from S to T . Ea h edge is
labeled with per-player delays when used by 1, 2, and 3 players.
expli it fun tion). In the present example, if Player A hooses the path SXY T , B hooses SXT ,
and C hooses SY T , then the osts to the players are 9, 5, and 9 respe tively. This is not a Nash
equilibrium, be ause C an defe t pro tably to path SXT .
In a lassi al paper [14℄, Rosenthal proves that, in any su h game, \the Nash dynami s onverges" (i.e., the dire ted graph with a tion ombinations as nodes and payo -improving defe tions
by individual players as edges is a y li ), and hen e the game has pure Nash equilibria (the sinks of
the graph). The proof, outlined in Se tion 2, is based on a simple potential fun tion. This existen e
theorem, however, again leaves open the question, does a polynomial-time algorithm for nding
pure Nash equilibria in ongestion games exist?
We show that the answer is positive when all players have the same origin and destination
(the so- alled symmetri ase, Theorem 2); a pure Nash equilibrium is found by omputing the
optimum of Rosenthal's potential fun tion, through a redu tion to min- ost ow. However, we show
(Theorem 3) that omputing a pure Nash equilibrium in the general network ase is PLS- omplete
[6℄, whi h means intuitively \as hard to ompute as any obje t whose existen e is guaranteed by
a potential fun tion" (see Se tion 2 for the pre ise de nition). Our proof has as orollary the
existen e of examples with exponentially long shortest paths, as well as the PSPACE- ompleteness
of the problem of nding a Nash equilibrium rea hable from a spe i ed state. The ompleteness
proof is ompli ated, as it requires the reworking of the redu tion, due to [17℄, to the problem of
nding lo al optima of weighted MAX2SAT instan es (possibly the most omplex redu tion in the
literature, if one ex ludes PCP). When ongestion games are posed in the abstra t (in terms of sets
of resour es instead of paths in a network, this being the original formulation), Nash equilibria are
PLS- omplete to nd even in the symmetri ase.
Our algorithm for pure Nash equilibria has an appli ation to the non-atomi ongestion games
studied by Roughgarden and Tardos [15℄, in whi h delays are ontinuous fun tions. We show that,
under the ne essary smoothness assumptions, we an approximate the Nash equilibria of su h games
in strongly polynomial time (Theorem 4).
What other games an be shown to have Nash equilibria by potential fun tions? Monderer and
Shapley [10℄ have provided an early and devastating answer: only for (in onsequential generalizations of) ongestion games an we have a fun tion (s) of the state su h that for ea h defe tion by
a player from s to s0 the improvement to the payo of this player is pre isely (s0 ) (s).
Consider, however, the party aÆliation game: n players have two a tions (\parties") f 1; 1g to
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hoose from and the payo for i of hoi es (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) is sgn(Pj si  sj  wij ), where wij are given
symmetri integer weights (positive or negative). Intuitively, people are happy when they are in
the same party as their friends, and at di erent parties than their enemies, and the weights apture
the warmth of the relationship between two people.
It is easy to see that in this game the Nash
dynami s onverges, and the fun tion (s) = Pi;j si  sj  wij an serve as a potential fun tion in a
sense. And still, this game is de nitely not a ongestion game (it is easy to see that it is a lo al
optimality version of the max ut problem, and related to the onvergen e of Hop eld neural
networks), in apparent ontradi tion with the negative result of [10℄. What is going on?
There is a weakness in the negative result of [10℄: the requirement that the two di eren es be
the same is far too stri t; they need only have the same sign for  to be a valid potential fun tion
for the purposes of lo al sear h; we will refer to this as a general potential fun tion. We show
(Theorem 6) that, under the relaxed de nition, the spa e of \potential games" is mu h ri her,
essentially en ompassing all of the lass PLS: any problem in PLS an be oa hed as a game whose
pure equilibria are guaranteed to exist by a potential fun tion argument.
Finally, in Se tion 5 we dis uss several open problems, the most general and important of whi h
is understanding better the nature of games that are guaranteed to have pure Nash equilibria; we
also review some other known lasses of su h games, proving more general results in some ases.

2 De nitions and Notation
Games. A game with n  2 players is a nite set of a tions Si for ea h player, and a payo
fun tion ui for ea h player mapping S1    Sn to the integers. The elements of S1    Sn will
be alled a tion ombinations or states. A (pure) Nash equilibrium is a state s = (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) su h
that for ea h i ui (s1 ; : : : ; si ; : : : ; sn )  ui (s1 ; : : : ; s0i ; : : : ; sn ) for any s0i 2 Si . In general a game may
not have pure Nash equilibria. (However, Nash proved [11℄ that if we extend the game to in lude
as strategies for i all possible distributions on Si , with the obvious extension of the ui 's to apture
expe tation, then an equilibrium is guaranteed to exist.)
A game is symmetri if all Si 's are the same, and all ui 's, onsidered as a fun tion of the hoi es
of the other players, are identi al symmetri fun tions of n 1 variables.
Consider a graph with node set S1      Sn and an edge (s; s0 ) whenever s and s0 di er only
in one omponent, say the ith, and ui (s0 ) > ui (s). If this graph is a y li then we say that, for this
game, the Nash dynami s onverges.
Proposition 1 If the Nash dynami s onverges, then there is a pure Nash equilibrium.
Sket h:

The sinks of the graph are pre isely the Nash equilibria of the game.

Congestion Games. We shall onsider games in whi h the ui 's are given impli itly in terms of
eÆ ient algorithms omputing the utilities based on the input and the state. For example, in a
ongestion game the input is a set of n players, a nite set E of resour es, and the a tion sets are
Si  2E ; we are also given the delay fun tion d mapping E  f1; : : : ; ng to the integers. de (j ) is
nonde reasing in j . The payo s are omputed as
follows. Let s = (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) be a state, and let
P
fs(e) = jfi : e 2 si gj. Then i (s) = ui (s) = e2si de (fs (e)). Intuitively, ea h player hooses a
set of resour es (from among the sets available to her), and to ompute the ost in urred by i (the
negative of her payo ) we add the delay of ea h resour e used by i, where the delay of a resour e
e depends on the ongestion fs(e), the total number of players using e.
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In a network ongestion game the families of sets Si are presented impli itly as paths in a
network. We are given a network (V; E ), two nodes ai ; bi 2 V for ea h player i and again a delay
fun tion with the edges playing the role of the resour es. The subset of E available as a tions to
the player i is the set of all paths from ai to bi . We shall assume the network is dire ted.
Theorem 1 (Rosenthal, [14℄) Every ongestion game has a pure Nash equilibrium.
P P s (e)
The potential fun tion establishing
the
result
is
(s) = e jf=1
de (j ). For the proof,
Pn
P

i

i
reverse the summations: (s) = i=1 e2si de (fs (e)), where by fs (e)) we denote the total
number of players j  i using e. Suppose now that (s; s0 ) is an improving defe tion, and suppose
(without loss of generality,
sin e players were ordered arbitrarily) that the defe ting player is n.
Then (s0 ) (s) = Pe2si de (fs0 n (e)) Pe2si de (fsn (e)) = Pe2si de (fs0 (e)) Pe2si de (fs (e)) =
0
i (s )
i (s). Hen e,  de reases along all edges of the Nash dynami s graph, and hen e the Nash
dynami s onverges.
Noti e that (s) has no intuitive interpretation as \so ial welfare" or as any related notion; it
just a urately absorbs progress, as a potential fun tion should.
PLS. A problem in PLS [6℄ is given by (a) a set of instan es I =  ; (b) for ea h instan e x 2 I
a set of feasible solutions Fx  p(jxj); ( ) a polynomial ora le whi h, given x 2 I and s 2 p(jxj)
determines whether s 2 Fx and, if so, omputes an integer (x; s) | the ost of s (to simplify
matters we assume minimization); and (d) for ea h x 2 I; s 2 Fx a neighborhood Nx (s)  Fx ; and
a polynomial fun tion g whi h, on input x 2 I and s 2 Fx returns an s0 2 Nx(s) with (s0 ) < (s),
or, if no su h s0 exists, returns \no". An instan e of the PLS problem is this: \Given x 2 I , nd
a lo al optimum, that is, an s 2 Fx su h that g(s) = \no"."
Sin e the introdu tion of this lass in [6℄, many lo al sear h problems were shown PLS- omplete,
in luding weighted versions of satis ability, aspe ts of graph bise tion, and the traveling salesman
problem [7, 17, 12℄. PLS- ompleteness results are proved in terms of PLS redu tions, providing
also a mapping from lo al optima of the target problem to lo al optima of the original. Let us
immediately note that, by the proof of Rosenthal's Theorem above, nding a pure Nash equilibrium
for a ongestion game is in PLS, as it is equivalent to nding a lo al optimum of , where the feasible
solutions are all states. Noti e that this does not imply a polynomial algorithm, sin e improvements
of  an be small and exponentially many. It is a standard observation that problems in PLS have
a PTAS (by appropriately rounding the potential fun tion, and re-rounding after enough steps if
ne essary to retain a ura y, the improvements be ome oarse enough, and thus guaranteed to end
before too long). However, this does not immediately imply a PTAS for nding -Nash equilibria,
as approximation of the potential does not imply approximation of the individual player's ost.
In the next se tion we hara terize the omplexity of omputing pure Nash equilibria in ongestion games.

Proof:

3 The Complexity of Congestion Games
The Algorithm

A network potential game is symmetri if all players have the same endpoints a and b (and thus
they all have the same set of paths/strategies).
Theorem 2 There is a polynomial algorithm for nding a pure Nash equilibrium in symmetri
network ongestion games.
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The algorithm omputes the optimum of (s); sin e the optimum is also a lo al optimum,
the resulting state s^ is a pure Nash equilibrium.
The algorithm is a redu tion to min- ost ow. Given the network N = (V; E; a; b) and the delay
fun tions de , we repla e in N ea h edge e with n parallel edges between the same nodes, ea h with
apa ity 1, and with osts de (1); : : : ; de (n). It is easy to see that any (integer) min- ost ow in the
new network is a state of the game that minimizes (s).
As we shall see soon (Theorem 4) this simple algorithmi idea has impli ations for non-atomi
ongestion games.
Proof:

PLS- ompleteness

In ontrast, all three other ases of ongestion games are PLS- omplete:
Theorem 3 It is PLS- omplete to nd a pure Nash equilibrium in network ongestion games of
the following sorts:

(i) General ongestion games.
(ii) Symmetri

ongestion games.

(iii) Asymmetri network ongestion games.

Sket h: We explain the simple redu tion for (i) be ause it is the basi framework for the mu h
harder proof for ase (iii). We redu e from the following problem: given an instan e of not-allequal-3SAT with weights on its lauses and ontaining positive literals only, nd a truth assignment
satisfying lauses whose total weight annot be improved by ipping a variable. Call this problem
posnae3flip; it is known to be PLS- omplete [17℄.
Given an instan e of posnae3flip, we onstru t a ongestion game as follows. For ea h 3- lause
of weight w we have two resour es e and e0 , with delay that is 0 if there are two or fewer players,
and w otherwise. The players are variables. Player x has two strategies: one strategy ontains
all e 's for lauses that ontain x, and another that ontains all e0 's for the same lauses. Smaller
lauses are implemented similarly. It is not hard to see that any Nash equilibrium of the ongestion
game is a lo al optimum of the posnae3flip instan e.
The proof of (ii) is by a redu tion of the non-symmetri ase to the symmetri ase. Given
a ongestion game with a tion sets S1 ; : : : ; Sn , we onstru t the following symmetri game. Let
Si0 = fs [ fei g : s 2 Si g for ea h i, where the ei 's are distin t new resour es with delay fun tion
number, if j  2. Consider the symmetri game
dei (j ) = 0 if j = 1, and dei (j ) = M , a very large
S
with the same edges and ommon strategy set i Si0 . It is easy to see that any equilibrium of this
game will have one player using a strategy from Si0 , and hen e will orrespond to (by omitting the
ei 's) a spe i equilibrium of the original game.
We only present an outline of (iii) here. In order to make the idea in (i) work in a on rete
network, we need several modi ations and extensions of the original onstru tion of [17℄. We need
three new kinds of lauses besides posnae3flip to repla e lusters of posnae3flip lauses of [17℄
that are in ompatible with our proof: a single lause over m variables whi h is satis ed if exa tly
one of its arguments is true and whose penalty s ales linearly with the number of extraneous true
arguments; 2SAT lauses with positive literals; and 2SAT lauses with negative literals. We all
this problem extended posnae3flip, or xpnae3flip. For ea h su h instan e we have \network
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gadgets" for variables and lauses of ea h type, and we an put them together in a network ongestion game where the players are the variables and any truth assignment an be simulated by a
state of the game.
The hard part is proving that all Nash equilibria of the resulting game are of this \standard"
form and not hybrids that orrespond to no truth assignment. The property of the xpnae3flip
instan e needed for our proof to go through an be stated in terms of a weighted dire ted graph,
alled the witness graph of the instan e, whi h we de ne next.
Consider an instan e F of xpnae3flip with a set of variables X and a set of lauses C , where
C = C0 [ C1 [ C2 [ C20 [ Cs , with C0 being the 2- or 3-literal NAE lauses, C1 being f 1 g, where
0
1 is the single \one-out-of-m" lause over some set of variables X1 , C2 and C2 | the positive and
negative 2-SAT lauses, and Cs | all the other lauses, all of whi h are single-variable (i.e. of form
x 6= 0 or x 6= 1). De ne the set of nodes V to be V = (X  fs; tg) [ (C0  f0; 1g) [ (C1  fX1 [
f1gg) [ C2 [ C20 .
Suppose now that, for every variable x 2 X , we arrange the nodes orresponding to the lauses
in whi h x appears in two ordered lists. The list L1 (x) starts with ( 1 ; 1) if x 2 X1 , and also
ontains ( ; 1) for all lauses 2 C0 in whi h x appears, and for ea h lause in C2 in whi h x
appears. The list L0 (x) starts with ( 1 ; x) if x 2 X1 , and also ontains ( ; 0) for all lauses 2 C0
in whi h x appears, and for ea h lause in C20 in whi h x appears. Suppose then that we are
given, besides F , this set of 2jX j lists, all them L. The witness graph W G(F; L) is a dire ted
graph (V; EL ), whose edges are de ned as follows: for every variable x, if L1 (x) is (v11 ; : : : ; vk1 ) and
L0 (x) is (v10 ; : : : ; vk1 ), then the witness graph ontains the edges (xs ; v11 ); (v11 ; v21 ); : : : ; (vk1 ; xt ), and
(xs ; v10 ); (v10 ; v20 ); : : : ; (vk0 ; xt ). The paths from xs to xt onsisting of these edges are alled the two
standard paths of variable x. This de nition referen es some edges multiple times, but we are not
de ning a multi-graph; only one edge between any 2 nodes is added, independently of the number
of times it's referen ed by the above expression. In parti ular, there are multiple referen es to
edges onne ting two C0 lauses whi h share 2 variables (or, in onsequentially, identi al lauses in
any lass), sin e they appear in the least for ea h repeated variable. Note that Cs lauses are not
involved in the onstru tion of the witness.
Consider now an instan e F of xpnae3flip, a set of lists L, and the witness graph (V; EL ) with
non-negative integer weights y on EL . We say that the weighted witness graph (V; EL ; y) is valid
for F if the following holds: for any variable x 2 X , the two standard paths for x have the same
length (under y), and are stri tly the shortest paths from xs to xt . The witnessed xpnae3flip
problem is the following: given an instan e F of xpnae3flip, and a valid weighted witness graph
for F , nd a truth assignment whose total weight is maximal.
The proof now follows from two results:
1

1

0

1

Lemma 1 There is a PLS redu tion from witnessed xpnae3flip to network ongestion
game.

The onstru tion of the network uses the witness graph as a blueprint. Ea h lauserelated node is expanded to an edge between two nodes, with all the in oming edges atta hed to
its sour e, and all the outgoing edges atta hed to its destination. The weights (delay fun tions)
of these \ lause edges" are hosen to re e t the exa t penalties1 for more than 1 variable being
true in the ase of C1 , and, in ase of the other lauses, the penalty for the lause being violated
by all variables being equal. The delays of the other edges, those spe i to the variables, are set
Sket h:

1

It is here that the symmetry of the penalty fun tion for

of whi h variables are true
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C1

lauses is needed | the penalty has to be independent

to be in omparably larger than the lause weights at the \proper load", and to be in omparably
larger than even that if they are used by too many variables (2 in most ases, 3 if the edge is in
the standard path of 2 variables). This ensures that the standard paths are the only ones taken by
Nash defe tors, and thus there are no spurious Nash equilibria. Any lauses ontaining 2 variables
and a literal are for ed to be in C2 or C20 , and any lauses ontaining just 1 variable and a literal are
a ommodated by harging their weight to the penalty of an arbitrary private edge of that variable
( hosen from L0 (x) or L1 (x) depending on the literal).
Lemma 2 witnessed xpnae3flip is PLS- omplete.

See the appendix.
This ompletes our outline of the proof of the theorem.

Sket h:

Corollary 1 For the three ases in the theorem, (a) there are examples of game instan es states

from whi h all Nash equilibria/sinks are exponentially far in the Nash dynami s graph, and (b) the
problem, given a state s, nd a Nash equilibrium rea hable from s is PSPACE- omplete.

Sket h:

Our redu tions preserve these properties of posnae3flip [17℄.

The Non-atomi

Case

The non-atomi ongestion game, studied extensively and produ tively in the work of Roughgarden
and Tardos [15℄, is the limit of the ongestion game as n, the number of players, goes to in nity.
We are given a network (V; E ) and endpoint pairs (ai ; bi ); i = 1; : : : ; k as well as ow requirements
ri ; i = 1; : : : ; k, rational numbers adding to 1; also for ea h edge e 2 E a non-de reasing delay
fun
tion de : [0; 1℄ 7! <+. For a path p and ow f , de ne the delay of the path dp (f ) to be
P
e2p de (f ). We wish to nd a k - ommodity ow f satisfying the ow requirements that is a Nash
equilibrium, that is, for all pairs of endpoints ai ; bi , any ow path between ai and bi (i.e. a path
with nonzero ai -bi ow) has a delay at no larger than any other ai -bi path p0 .
We note that, as observed in [15℄ this problem an be rephrased as a onvex optimization
problem and hen e an be solved by the Ellipsoid method. Our algorithm is ombinatorial and
runs in strongly polynomial time. We make the following assumption on the laten y fun tions de .
Lips hitz assumption: There exists a onstant C su h that for edges e, for all 0  x < y  1,
jde(y) de(x)j  C jy xj.
We say a state s = (s1 ; : : : ; sk ) is an -approximate Nash equilibrium if for every i, every ow
path p arrying at least  units of ow, and every ai -bi path p0 , the delay dp (f ) is no larger than
dp0 (f ) . In words, no player has a defe tion that de reases her delay by more than .
We outline an algorithm for omputing an -approximate Nash equilibrium in any ongestion

(where C is an upper bound on the Lips hitz onstants
game. With some foresight, we set Æ = 4mC
of the laten y fun tions above, and m = jE j).
Re all that a Nash equilibrium of the non-atomi ongestion
game is a ow that optimizes
R
the potential fun tion (f ) = Pe f (fe ), where e (fe ) = 0fe de (t)dt. Taking a ue from our
algorithm for the symmetri atomi ase, we de ne an instan e of the multi ommodity min ost
ow problem. We
repla e edge e by a sequen e of parallel ar s ea h of apa ity Æ with ost
R iÆ
d (t)dt
(iÆ ) ((i 1)Æ )
= i ÆÆ e per unit ow on the ith ar . Sin e the delay fun tion is in reasing, so
Æ
(

1)
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are the osts of su essive ar s orresponding to a parti ular edge. We say a ow f on this instan e
is anoni al if for every edge in the original graph, f uses the rst i ar s to their apa ity, and
does not use ar s i + 2 onwards. Clearly there is always a anoni al optimum to the min ost ow
instan e. Moreover, there is a one-to-one orresponden e between ows in the original graph and
anoni al ows in min ost ow instan e.
Consider an optimal anoni al solution to the multi ommodity min ost ow instan e. This
de nes a ow f on the original graph. Consider a rounded down version f of this ow, where
f e = Æb fÆe . Note that f does not ne essarily satisfy ow onservation, and hen e need not be a
valid ow.
Sin e f is an \integral" (pseudo) ow, the ost of this ow is exa tly equal to the potential
fun tion value evaluated at this ow. Re all that f optimizesRthe ost fun tion C (f ) = Pe Ce (fe),
where Ce (fe) is a pie ewise linear approximation of e (f ) = 0fe de (t)dt. Thus Ce (iÆ) = e (iÆ) for
any integer i. Now, for any edge e,

je(fe) Ce(fe)j = j(e(fe) e(f e)) (Ce(fe) Ce(f e))j
Z f
e

=
=

fe
Z f
e

fe
Z f
e

de (t)dt (fe f e )(

jde (t) (

R f +Æ
e

fe

R f +Æ
e

fe

de (t)dt
)
Æ

de (t)dt
)jdt
Æ

jde (f e + Æ) de(f )jdt

f
 Æ  CÆ
e

= CÆ2
where in the rst inequality, we have used the fa t that for any fun tion f and any point t,
jf (t) fav j is at most jfmax fminj. The se ond inequality uses the Lips hitz ondition.
Thus j(f ) C (f )j  CmÆ2  16mC . Thus the fun tion C (f ) approximates the potential
fun tion (f ) within an additive error of 16mC .
Now suppose that the optimal min ost ow f is not an -approximate Nash equilibrium. Then
there is an i, a ow path p and a path p0 su h that dp (f ) > dp0 (f ) . Rerouting =2mC units of

ow from p to p0 then improves  by 4mC
. This however implies that C an be improved by at

least 8mC , ontradi ting the optimality of f . Thus we have established that any ow f optimizing
C orresponds to an -approximate Nash equilibrium of the ongestion game.
What remains then is to ompute the min ost ow f . This however is a linear programming
problem, and also has strongly polynomial time ombinatorial algorithms (see e.g. [5, 4℄). Thus
we have shown that
2

2

2

2

Theorem 4 Given a non-atomi

ongestion game with delay fun tions satisfying the Lips hitz assumption with onstant C , an -approximate Nash equilibrium an be omputed in time poly(m; C; 1 ).

4 General Potential Games
We have seen that potential fun tions are valuable for proving the existen e of pure Nash equilibria.
What is the pre ise s ope of this method?
8

Call a game an exa t potential game if there is a fun tion  su h that for any edge of the Nash
dynami s graph (s; s0 ) with defe tor i we have (s0 ) (s) = ui (s0 ) ui (s). A result of Monderer
and Shapley [10℄ establishes the following disappointing fa t (as restated in [20℄):
Theorem 5 ([10℄) Any exa t potential game is isomorphi to a ongestion game.

Hen e, the appli ability of the potential fun tion method is limited essentially to Rosenthal's
theorem.
Re all however the party aÆliation game from the introdu tion. Existen e of Nash equilibria
was proved by a potential fun tion | albeit not an exa t one. For any edge (s; s0 ) of the Nash
dynami s graph with defe tor i we have ui (s0 ) ui (s) = 2, whereas (s0 ) (s) an be any positive
number. The potential fun tion argument for onvergen e requires only that sgn((s0 ) (s)) =
sgn(ui (s0 ) ui (s)). Let general potential games be games that have general potential fun tions,
i.e. ones satisfying this inequality. The question now be omes, how ri h is this lass of games? We
note immediately that if a family of games has polynomially omputable general potentials, then
the problem of nding a pure Nash equilibrium is in PLS. Our next result is a onverse statement:
the lass of general potential games essentially omprises all of PLS.
Theorem 6 For any problem in PLS with instan es I there is a family of general potential games

indexed by I su h that, for problem instan e x, the game Gx has poly(jxj) players ea h with strategy
set that in ludes the alphabet , and su h that the set of pure Nash equilibria of Gx is pre isely the
set of lo al optima of x.

By generalizing the onstru tion that took us from the max ut lo al optimality under
the natural neighborhood for the party aÆliation game. The players are dimensions of the solution
spa e, and a lo al sear h improvement is translated into a sequen e of Nash defe tions ( rst by a
lead player, then by others) leading to a new feasible solution.

Sket h:

5 Dis ussion and Open Problems
What other games are guaranteed to have pure Nash equilibria? Vetta identi es in [18℄ the \basi
utility games" as another lass of games where the Nash dynami s onverges, as proven by a general
potential fun tion. The network reation games [2℄ are another example, and so are ongestion
games with subje tive delays played on a network of parallel edges[9℄. In these ases, however, some
equilibrium an be produ ed in polynomial time by an indu tive argument.
Consider yet another variant of ongestion games, the one with player-spe i delays. We have
n players and m parallel edges (strategies), ea h with a delay fun tion de (S ), a non-de reasing
fun tion of the spe i set of the players hoosing e (as opposed to their number). Generalizing
slightly a result in [3℄ we an show:
Proposition 2 In any ongestion game with player-spe i

delays the Nash dynami s onverges.

Consider a state s, indu ing a partition S1 ; : : : ; Sm of the set of players to the m edges, and
onsider the multi-set of numbers (s) = fde (S1 ); : : : ; dem (Sm )g. Suppose that a player defe ts
from Si to Sj to form a state s0 ; it is easy to see that (s0 ) is lexi ographi ally smaller than (s).
The above argument shows that a quite large lass of games has pure equilibria, with the
orresponding problem in PLS. However, the potential fun tion used here is rather novel (sort
Proof:

1

9

the omponents and weigh them by the powers of a large number), and we have no idea if su h
problems an be PLS- omplete. In identally, ounter-examples show that su h games in more
general networks fail to have pure Nash equilibria.
Are potential fun tions (the dis rete analog of Lyapunov fun tions) the only way to establish
onvergen e of the Nash dynami s? If the dynami s is a y li , then there is always an awkward
potential fun tion (the topologi al ordering of the state), but it seems to require exponentially time
to ompute. Are there examples of onvergent games that do not have polynomial-time omputable
potential fun tions?
Finally, yet another genre of pure equilibrium existen e argument, in fa t one of an algebrai ,
ombining nature, seems to be this: If two games are known to have pure equilibria, and their
payo fun tions are (in some pre ise sense not de ned here) ross-monotoni , then their union
(same players, the union of the strategy spa es, and the same payo s) is also guaranteed to have
pure Nash equilibria, by a ontinuity argument. Fa ility lo ation-related games are an example
where this type of argument applies.
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Appendix: Proof sket h of Lemma 2
To prove Lemma 2, we show that the redu tion in [17℄ from ir uitflip to posnae3flip yields
instan es of the latter whi h, on e ast as xpnae3flip, always have a valid witness.
The redu tion in [17℄ produ es, given a ir uit with n gates (without loss of generality, all gates
are NORs, with 2 inputs and a fan-out of at most 3), m outputs, and p inputs, a posnae3flip
instan e with the following variables:

 Numbering gates from 2 to 2n, we have, for ea h gate i = 2h (and separately, for ea h pair

(input,gate), with index i repla ed with k; i): gi , y2h 1 , y2h , z2h 1 , z2h , and \lo al variables"
( 1i , 2i , i1 , i2 , i3 , i1 , i2 , i3 , Æi1 , Æi2 , !i , i , i1 , i2 , i3 , i4 , i5 , i6 , i1 , i2, i3 , i4, i5 )
 Impli itly, ea h output gate is also labeled j , tk;j , ^j , or t^k;j (the existen e of negatives of
outputs is guaranteed, i.e. built into the ir uit beforehand); the j 's orrespond to gi 's, and
tk;j 's | to gk;i 's
 For ea h input k: dk , d^k , ek , e^k , vk , wk , and \lo al variables" (k1 , k2, k , 1k , 2k , ^2k )

 1 + p extra variables: y n , and yk; n for ea h input k.
2 +1

2 +1

Figure 2 lists all the lauses produ ed in the redu tion; all indexes k and k0 range over inputs,
indexes i range over \real" gates (even numbers from 2 to 2n), indexes h range over all numbers
between 1 and 2n + 1, and indexes j range over all outputs. The notation I1 (gi ) refers to the rst
input to gate i, whether it's the output of some other gate or an input to the ir uit (respe tively,
either a gi0 or a vk /wk variable). See [17℄ for the full treatment of the original redu tion.
To translate this into the ne essary xpnae3flip form, note that (a) any posnae3flip lause
that ontains 2 variables and a literal an be put into C2 or C20 , and (b) the sole C1 lause arises
from lauses in the \ lique" in group 1. 1.
Then, the witness is onstru ted a ording to the per-variable ordered lists shown in Figure 3.
Notation like f(sequen e of lauses with k as an argument)gk=1:::p means \that sequen e for k = 1,
then that sequen e for k = 2, et ." Sin e some of the g, v, w, , and t^ variables are \aliased"
to ea h other2 , the table indi ates where, e.g., a sequen e of lauses for a variable may a tually
be pre eded by a sequen e of lauses for the g variable that this is synonymous with. Both C2
and C20 lauses are in luded in the lists, even though they appear in only 1 of the lists. Clauses in
parentheses are the single-variable lauses; these do not a e t the witness. Lastly, translating from
the per-gate variables (those indexed with i) to the per-(input,gate) variables (those indexed with
k; i) is just a matter of repla ing \2" with \3" as the \ lause lass."
The full proof that this witness is valid pro eeds roughly by:
1. Showing that most \lo al variables" (both per-gate and per-input) and g's, v's, w's, 's, and
d^'s do not intera t with variables outside their respe tive gate or input | that is, there is
no way for the path of, e.g., 11 to diverge to areas of the witness orresponding to variables
unrelated to gate 1, and then ome ba k to the node ( 11 )t .
2. Inspe ting all ex eptions to the above ( , , and  variables) and all the lo al intera tions to
verify that all alternate paths are longer.
2

We assume the

groupings

an be

ir uit is prepro essed to not have any inputs feeding dire tly to outputs, so the only aliased
and f ^g

fv; g g, fw; g g, fg; g,

g; t

12

3. Showing that, in most ases, the d, d^, e, e^, y, and z variables do not permit paths to a variable
in the same group but with a lower index. This way, any diversion by a lower-numbered
variable is bound to ause prohibitive ongestion for some higher-numbered variable in the
same group.
4. Inspe ting all the ex eptions to this (d's in the C1 lause, and y/z variables going ba k by 1
index in 2B/3B), and onne tions between variable groups to verify that all alternate paths
are longer.
We omit the remaining details here.
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1.

8k 6= k0 :
1.

2A.

8i

14.

dk , dk , 1
0

15.

(i.e. even):
1.

I1 (gi ),

16.
1

17.

i, 1

2.

1

i,

i, 0

18.

3.

1

1

19.

4.
5.
6.

i,

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

1

i,

gi

zi , 0
I1 (gi ), Æi1 , 0
I2 (gi ), 2i , 1
1

20.

i,

2

7.

2B.

13.

2

i,

i, 0

2

2

i , gi
zi , 0
I2 (gi ), Æi2 , 0
Æi1 , Æi2 , !i
Æi1 , Æi2 , i3
3
3
i , i , gi
yi , i3 , 1
i,

21.
22.
2E.

i,

3.
4.

1.
2.

2C.

1.
2.
3.

yh , z h , 0
zh , yh+1 , 1
(h < 2n)

i,

2

13.

5.

i,

3

14.

10.
11.
12.

2.

1

1
1

zk;i , 0
1
I1 (gk;i ), Æk;i
,0
I2 (gk;i ), 2k;i ,

3C.

20.

1

k;i ,

21.
22.
3E.

gk;i

zk;i , 0
2
I2 (gk;i ), Æk;i
,0
1
2
Æk;i , Æk;i , !k;i
1
2
3
Æk;i
, Æk;i , k;i
3
3
k;i , k;i , gk;i
3
yk;i , k;i , 1
2

4.

yk;h , zk;h , 0
zk;h , yk;h+1 , 1
(h < 2n)

2.

7.

1.

1
1

2.

1

3.

1

4.

1

5.

1

6.
7.
8.
8.

8k; h 6= 2n + 1

9.

ek , yk;h , 1
2. e
^k , zk;h , 0
8k 6= k0 , 8h

1
1
1

e k , zh , 1
2. ek , zk ;h , 1
3. e
^k , yh , 0
4. e
^k , yk ;h , 0
8k 6= k0 , 8h
1.

1

0

1

0

10.

1.
2.
3.

dk , j , 0
dk , t^k;j , 1

dk , k1 , 1
d^k , k2 , 0

1k , vk , wk
^2k , vk , wk
2k , ^2k
1k , 2k , ek
ek , e^k
ek , 0
1k , 0
^2k , 1

1.

k;i , 1k;i
k;i , 2k;i
k;i , gk;i
k;i , 0

dk , d^k , 1
d^k , 0

wk , k1 , k
wk , k2 , k
v k , k
k1 , k
k2 , k

8k

4.
11.

d k , yh , 1
dk , yk ;h , 1
d^k , zh , 0
d^k , zk ;h , 0
0

0

8k; h
2.
3.
4.

2.
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1
1
k;i
, k;i
2
2
k;i
, k;i
3
1
k;i
, Æk;i
4
2
k;i , Æk;i
5
3
k;i
, k;i
1
k;i
, zk;i
2
k;i
, zk;i
3
k;i , zk;i
4
k;i
, zk;i
5
k;i
, zk;i

8k
1.

Figure 2: Clauses in the PLS-redu tion from

k;i

!k;i
1
,
y
k;i
k;i
2
k;i , yk;i
3
k;i , yk;i
4
k;i , yk;i
5
k;i , yk;i
6
k;i , yk;i
6

k;i ,

1.

2.

yk;2n+1 , dk , 0

k;i

8k
1.

6.

k;i

8k; j
1.

5.

8k:
1.

3.

k;i ,

4.

k;i ,

4.

k;i

8k; i:

2

8k; h 6= 2n + 1:
1.

1

1

gk;i

2.

4.

9.

1

19.

2

12.

8.

18.
1

k;i ,

1

1

17.

k;i ,

2

i,

7.

1

k;i ,

3.

3B.

5.

3

8.

11.

!i
,
i yi
2
i , yi
3
i , yi
4
i , yi
5
i , yi
6
i , yi

7.

5

1.

2

1

2

k;i , 0

2

6

k;i

k;i ,

i,

i,

k;i ,

2

10.

i

4

7.

2.

6.

I1 (gk;i ),
k;i ,

i,

5

4.

16.

1

1.

i

k;i ,

6.

15.

(i.e. even):

k;i ,

9.

4

3.

1

14.

3.

1

i

5.

3

13.

k;i , 0

1

3

k;i ,

2

12.

1

i

2.

2

11.

k;i ,

6.

i

1

9.

1

5.

8i:

1

8.

2.

4.

z2n , y2n+1 , 1
y2n+1 , 1
8k, y2n+1 , dk ,

k;i ,

7.

i , 1i
i , 2i
 i , gi
i , 0

3.

1.

6.

1

0

2D.

8k; i
1.

8h 6= 2n + 1:

8k; i:

10.

2.

3A.

3D.

8i:
1.

2

i1 , i1
i2 , i2
i3 , Æi1
i4 , Æi2
i5 , i3
i1 , zi 1
i2 , zi 1
i3 , zi 1
i4 , zi 1
i5 , zi 1

5.
6.

v k , wk
dk , 1
zh , 1
zk;h , 1
yh , 0
yk;h , 0

ir uitflip to posnae3sat in [17℄.

gi
1

f2E.

3, 2A. 3, 2A. 8, 2A. 13g as output, or the

i

2A. 2, 2A. 1, 2D. 1, 2E. 1

i

2A. 7, 2A. 6, 2D. 2, 2E. 2

i

2A. 2, 2A. 3, 2D. 13

i

2A. 7, 2A. 8, 2D. 14

i

2A. 12, 2A. 13, 2D. 5

i

2A. 3, 2D. 3, 2A. 4

i

2A. 8, 2D. 4, 2A. 9

i

2A. 13, 2D. 17, 2A. 14

2
1
2
3

1
2
3

Æi1
Æi2
!i
i

1

i

2

2D. 4, 2D. 10

i

2D. 5, 2D. 11

i

2D. 6, 2D. 12

yk;2h
zk;2h 1
zk;2h
yk;2n+1
j

tk;j
^j
^k;j

t
dk

d^k
ek
e^k
vk
wk
k1
k2
k
1k
2k
^2k

f2A.

6, 2A. 10g as

2D. 1, 2D. 7
2D. 3, 2D. 9

i1
i2
i3
i4
i5
y2h 1
y2h
z2h 1
z2h
y2n+1
yk;2h 1

1, 2A. 5g or

2E. 3, 2E. 1, 2E. 2, (2E. 4)

i

6

f2A.

2A. 11, 2D. 6

2D. 2, 2D. 8

5

e; then,

2A. 11, 2A. 12, 2A. 10, 2D. 16

i

4

v /w sequen

2A. 11, 2A. 12, 2A. 5, 2D. 15

i

3

t

1-3 inputs, in gate order, or the /^ sequen e

2D. 13, 2D. 18
2D. 14, 2D. 19
2D. 15, 2D. 20
2D. 16, 2D. 21
2D. 17, 2D. 22
2D. 7, 2D. 8, 2D. 9, 2D. 10, 2D. 11, 2D. 12; 2B. 2, 2B. 1; 9. 3k=1:::p ; 10. 1k=1:::p ; (11. 5)
2A. 14; 2B. 2, 2B. 1; 9. 3k=1:::p ; 10. 1k=1:::p ; (11. 5)
2D. 18, 2D. 19, 2D. 20, 2D. 21, 2D. 22; 2B. 1, 2B. 2; 9. 1k=1:::p ; 10. 3k=1:::p ; (11. 3)

f2B.
f2C. 3,

2A. 4, 2A. 9; 2B. 1,
2C. 1; 9. 3k=1:::p ;

ng; 9.

2 or 2C. 1 for 2

n

1k=1:::p ; 10. 3k=1:::p ; (11. 3) for 2

10. 1gk=1:::p ; (2C. 2, 11. 5)

3D. 7, 3D. 8, 3D. 9, 3D. 10, 3D. 11, 3D. 12; 3B. 2, 3B. 1;
(11. 6)
3A. 14; 3B. 2, 3B. 1;

f8.

1 if

k0 = k, 9.

k0

k

f8.

k0

=

k,

9. 4 elsegk0 =1:::p ; 10. 2k0 =1:::p ,

k0 = k, 9.

f8.

2 if

k0 = k, 9.

2 elsegk0 =1:::p ; 10. 4k0 =1:::p , (11. 4)

2 elsegk0 =1:::p ; 10. 4k0 =1:::p ; (11. 4)
, 10. 2 elsegk0 =1:::p ; (11. 6)
2 if

9. 4k0 =1:::p ; f3C. 1 if
=
output sequen e, then 4. 1k=1:::p

g

1 if

4 elsegk0 =1:::p ; 10. 2k=1:::p ; (11. 6)

3D. 18, 3D. 19, 3D. 20, 3D. 21, 3D. 22; 3B. 1, 3B. 2;
3A. 4, 3A. 9; 3B. 1, 3B. 2;

f8.

(not used)
(not used)

g output sequen
The 1. 1

e, then the single 4. 2

lique; 6. 1; 5. 1;

10. 2h=1:::2n+1 gk0 =1:::p ; (11. 2)

4. 1j =1:::m , 4. 2j =1:::m ; 10. 1h=1::: 2n+1 , 2C. 3;

f3C.

6. 2; 5. 1; 10. 3h=1::: 2n+1 ; 10. 4h=1:::2n+1 ; (5. 2)
7. 4, 7. 5; 9. 1,
7. 5; 9. 3,

f8.

f8.

k0 = k, else 9. 2h=1:::2n gk =1:::p ; (7.
k0 = k, else 9. 4h=1:::2n+1 gk =1:::p
5; then g input sequen es
3, 6. 4; then g input sequen es

1h=1::: 2n+1 if

0

2h=1::: 2n if

11. 1, 7. 1, 7. 2, 6.
11. 1, 7. 1, 7. 2, 6.

6)

0

6. 6, 6. 3, 6. 1
6. 4, 6. 7, 6. 2
6. 6, 6. 3, 6. 4, 6. 7, 6. 5
7. 1, 7. 4, (7. 7)
7. 3, 7. 4
7. 3, 7. 2

Figure 3: Per-variable ordered lists that omprise the valid witness.
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1 if

k0

=

k,

else

